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Notable Headlines

House appropriators advance $706 billion defense spending bill
 Sweeping probe faults Army, Marine Corps in rare look at vehicle mishaps over 10
years
 DoD seeks to develop new career paths to stay ahead of AI competition
 Biden Nominee for Pentagon’s Top Weapons Buyer Withdraws
Bringing tech to cadets: AFA will soon start using mixed reality for hands-on learning
In case you missed it: 18-yr old will round out Blue Origin's first commercial space crew


Progress of the Biden Administration's confirmation process. For a more detailed
breakdown, click through the image to the Washington Post's confirmation tracker.

Budget & Appropriations

Senate Democrats unveil details of $3.5 trillion budget deal (Axios)
Senate Democrats revealed on Wednesday key details of their $3.5 trillion budget
framework, a starting point for a Democrat-only bill for "human" infrastructure that would
enhance federal safety net programs, expand Medicare and tackle climate change. Why it
matters: The release of the FY2022 budget deal formally kicks off the process for getting a
pair of infrastructure bills across the finish line. Democratic leaders need to hold all 50 of
their senators together to pass this budget framework, which they plan to usher through
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the budget reconciliation process.
Democrats are also aiming for Medicaid expansion in their go-it-alone bill (WaPo)
Beyond expanding Medicare benefits, Democrats say they’ll fit another health priority into
their $3.5 trillion reconciliation bill: getting Medicaid expansion to adults in states that have
refused it. Finding a workaround in GOP-led states scorning Medicaid expansion would be
deeply gratifying to Democratic lawmakers, both policy-wise and politically. But it’s sure to
be a more complex task. “This push for Medicaid expansion is now on the road to being
included in the next economic package,” Sen. Raphael G. Warnock (D-Ga.) told reporters
on a call yesterday. “I’m glad to be part of a caucus asking the right questions during this
moment.”
House appropriators fund Hawaii missile defense radar, but cut dollars for Guam (Defense
News)
“While supportive of the defense of Guam from ballistic, hypersonic, and cruise missile
threats, the Committee notes that the report on the defense of Guam from integrated air
and missile threats, required by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year
2021, has not yet been submitted to the congressional defense committees,” the
committee notes in its report. “Additionally, the lack of detailed information on the budget
request, especially the request for $40,000,000 in procurement, is troubling. Therefore, the
Committee has denied funding for procurement and reduced the amount recommended for
research, development, test and evaluation until the Department submits the required
report and adequate budgetary information for the Committee to make informed funding
decisions on these efforts.”

Aerospace & Defense

House appropriators want to shave $44M off Air Force’s flagship hypersonic program
(Defense News)
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House appropriators hope to slash funding for the U.S. Air Force’s leading hypersonic
missile effort in fiscal 2022, citing increased risk as the program moves from flight testing
into production. The Air Force is seeking about $161 million in FY22 to produce the first 12
AGM-183A Air Launched Rapid Response Weapon (ARRW) missiles, which would
become the first hypersonic weapons fielded by the U.S. military for operational use.
However, the House Appropriation Committee’s version of the spending bill would shave
$44 million from that total, allowing the Air Force to purchase only eight missiles that year.
The Army is training the first batch of Space Marines (Task & Purpose)
In other words, they’ll learn a lot about space. But in plain English, they’ll likely be getting
trained on satellite communications and how to ward off enemy missiles under the
instruction of experts at the Army’s Space and Missile Defense Command. Then after they
complete training, the Marines will embed with Army space support teams, which enhance
“intelligence and operation planning capabilities” for units in the field. Comprised of four
enlisted soldiers and two officers, ARSSTs bring a knowledge base of space-based military
capabilities like satellite intelligence and communications. They can even jam enemy
communications and take part in “navigation warfare,” according to an Army guide from
2017.
More than 40 F-35s Without Engines, Air Force Leaders Say (AF News)
Speaking before the House Armed Services subcommittee on tactical air and land forces,
acting Assistant Secretary of the Air Force for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics
Darlene Costello said 41 of the fifth-generation fighters don’t have an engine due to
maintenance issues, while 56 F135 power modules are currently being repaired at Tinker
Air Force Base, Okla. There are 272 F-35A jets in the Air Force’s inventory, meaning
nearly 15 percent are without an engine. Lt. Gen. Eric T. Fick, F-35 program executive
officer, confirmed Costello’s numbers while noting that the exact number can be calculated
in different ways. Rep. Donald Norcross (D-N.J.), however, expressed discomfort about
providing funds to buy more F-35s while a significant number of jets are already in the
service in need of engines.
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Mission Enabling Technologies – Demonstrator, rear, and two Robotic Combat Vehicles
maneuver through a Fort Carson, Colorado, training area at the control of soldiers from 4th
Squadron, 10th Cavalry Regiment, 3rd Armored Brigade Combat Team, 4th Infantry Division.
(Sgt. Liane Hatch/Army)

CAPE’s TacAir ‘Affordability’ Insights Out In Fall (Breaking Defense)
DoD has not one, not two, not three but at least six studies on tactical aircraft needs
underway. They are looking at everything from affordability/capability trade-offs to
Combatant Commander concepts for deployment in future conflict to acquisition strategies.
“The results of these efforts will inform the National Defense Strategy, and decisions to be
captured in the President’s fiscal year 2023 budget submission and associated future
year’s defense program,” Joseph Nogueira, acting director of DoD’s Cost Assessment and
Program Evaluation (CAPE), told lawmakers yesterday.
Navy Adjusts F-35C Squadron Size to End Fighter Shortfall by 2025 (USNI)
Navy officials told a key House panel this week that by creating a different mix of aircraft in
the future carrier air wing, the service could shave five years off the timetable to close the
shortfall in its strike fighter aircraft inventory. By 2025, the Navy will have solved its strike
fighter shortfall in part by changing how it will field the F-35C Lighting II Joint Strike Fighter.
Instead of two squadrons per air wing with 10 tails, the Navy will now field a single
squadron with 14 tails, Rear Adm. Andrew Loiselle, director of the Air Warfare Division
(OPNAV/N98), told the House Armed Services subcommittee on tactical air and land
forces on Tuesday. testified it was reducing F-35C Lightning II Joint Strike Fight from two
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to one squadron per air wing.

Advanced Technologies

US Air Force tests embedding software coders with industry (C4ISRNET)
We know the partnerships with industry and academia bring up a whole realm of possibility
and creativity. So collaboration and outreach efforts have leveraged insights with regard to
talent and innovation. We’ve recently established a relationship with Platform One and
LevelUp — Air Force and industry organizations dedicated to software development. They
have very mature and reliable DevSecOps platforms. We started it as a proof of concept;
we co-located 30 of our developers with the software factory in an initiative that we’re
calling software factory as a service. Basically, we’re paying these companies to leverage
their DevSecOps platform for our airmen to be able to develop on this very professional
infrastructure that already exists. This alleviates our developers from the burden of having
to manage a capability development infrastructure, then I think we’ll evaluate periodically to
determine if this initiative is bearing the fruit we anticipate it will.
U.S. launches online hub to help ransomware victims (Reuters)
The U.S. government on Thursday unveiled an online hub for the victims of ransomware
attacks, saying it will make it easier for companies and municipalities to find resources and
get assistance if they are targeted by cyber hackers. At the same time, the government
also announced it will pay a reward up to $10 million to anyone who can provide fruitful tips
to track down cyber criminals who are backed or directed by foreign governments. The
new website, www.StopRansomware.gov, is an initiative led by the Justice and Homeland
Security departments. Many of the resources and information that organizations need to
deal with ransomware attacks have historically been scattered across multiple websites,
which increased the "likelihood of missing important information," the Justice Department
said in a statement.
Space Force declares operational acceptance of fifth anti-jamming GPS III satellite
(C4ISRNET)
The U.S. Space Force announced it took operational control of the fifth GPS III satellite,
completing the baseline constellation needed for worldwide coverage with a more reliable
position, navigation and timing signal. The newest satellite from the latest generation of
more accurate systems is among a larger group of 24 GPS payloads on orbit that are
capable of using a new military PNT signal, M-code. More work is needed to enable war
fighters to use M-code regularly, but the July 14 announcement indicated baseline
completion of the space segment, although more GPS III satellites will be added in the
coming years.
Army’s New Facility Aims to Speed Up Fielding Tech (Defense One)
“The big picture is to create an environment where the most complex and cutting-edge
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technology can be tested, integrated and shipped with a high level of confidence around
the world to support the DOD’s mission of fielding the best technology to our troops,” Klas
Government Chief Revenue Officer Chris Ericksen told Nextgov Monday. “Klas hopes to
work closely with the government to speed up fielding, do so with a high level of
confidence in the quality of the fielded units and work to show how different and
complementary programs can work together to ensure the systems are interoperable and
crucially take advantage of the benefits of each other to provide more capabilities with less
weight to the troops.”

The Command is set to officially stand up in summer 2021 once all required conditions are
met to re-designate the Space and Missile Systems Center at Los Angeles Air Force Base,
California, as SSC headquarters.

Military Installations & Communities

House Bill Would Require Pentagon to Set Up Apprenticeship, Fellowship Program for
Military Spouses (Military Times)
House appropriators want to require the Pentagon to create a program that would give
military spouses more chances at landing apprenticeships and fellowships to jump-start or
advance their careers. The House Appropriations Committee's defense subcommittee has
set aside $5 million for a pilot program for military spouse internships and fellowships,
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according to a report released by the committee on Monday detailing the fiscal 2022
defense spending bill. The bill does not specify what types of programs would be offered
under the pilot, just that they should be able to show results such as spouses being hired
full time by either the place they intern or another organization in the same field. The pilot
would be overseen by the Defense Department's director of military community support
programs.
Official Testifies on DOD Budget Request for Construction, Energy, Environmental
Programs (DoD)
"We are requesting $26.1 billion for military construction and sustainment restoration and
modernization funding to address critical mission requirements and life, health and safety
concerns within our current fiscal environment," Cramer said. "This funding will be used to
replace, restore and modernize enduring facilities to enhance their resilience to climate
events, and [it] promotes elimination of excess and obsolete facilities." The department is
committed to protecting the quality of life of its personnel and their families, he said, adding
the DOD's primary focus in that regard is to ensure access to safe, quality and affordable
family and unaccompanied housing. "Our budget includes $1.4 billion to support our
worldwide non-privatized family housing inventory, which includes more than 34,000
government-owned and 5,800 and leased-family housing units. This request also
demonstrates our continued commitment to modernizing unaccompanied personnel
housing, with more than $477 billion requested for eight construction projects," he said.
Program aims for peace of mind for military families away from home (Ft Hood Sentinel)
The Fort Hood Police Department is providing peace of mind to Fort Hood families who
may be away from their homes for any length of time, by checking the security of the home
several times daily. Capt. Carl Rinker, branch chief of station operations, said the House
Watch Program is eligible for any home on Fort Hood – military or retiree. Rinker said the
program is beneficial to families who worry about their belongings while they are away
from home on leave. “At least they can breathe a sigh of relief and not have to worry about
their house getting broke in to, or if there’s going to be issues at their house,” he added.
The homes being watched through the House Watch Program are checked a minimum of
three times daily. The patrolling officer will check the security of doors and windows,
looking for anything out of the ordinary. “Is there a different car parked in the driveway?
Are there signs someone is staying in the home?” Rinker said. “At that point, we will call
the resident.”

Homeland Security

National Guard Scrambles for Funds After Congress Refuses to Cover Jan. 6-Related
Costs (Defense One)
The heads of the Army and Air National Guards were ordered on Thursday to pull back all
unspent funds sent to state units, a last-ditch effort to cover basic expenses after the
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response to the Jan. 6 Capitol riot left the force $520.9 million in the hole. Congress so far
has not reimbursed the National Guard for the cost of sending more than 25,000 troops to
Washington, D.C., to fortify the Capitol and provide security for the inauguration of
President Joe Biden in the wake of the riot. Thousands of Guardsmen remained in the city
through March, manning eight-foot fencing and checkpoints surrounding the Capitol
complex.
Homeland Security funding package pours millions into migrant surveillance (The Hill)
The House Appropriations Committee advanced a bill for Department of Homeland
Security funding Tuesday that would allocate millions toward technologies for surveilling
immigrants. The proposal, passed through the Democratic-controlled committee on a 3324 party-line vote, would allocate $475 million to Immigrations and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) for the agency’s Alternatives To Detention (ATD) program, well above what the
Biden administration requested in its 2022 budget. The program has drawn criticism for
expanding the number of immigrants under ICE’s supervision, with detractors saying it has
caused them physical and emotional harm.
We need a better defense — and tougher offense — to combat Russia's hacks (The Hill)
Cyber attacks are now front and center for the American public. In the past two months,
we’ve seen an attack on an East Coast pipeline, resulting in lines at gas stations in the
South, fears that an attack on a food producer might lead to shortages of beef, and more
recently, an attack on a security provider that put more than a thousand small businesses
at risk of having their operations brought to a halt. In many ways, what we are seeing is
escalation into what amounts to a “pandemic” in the cyber domain. It is critical that the
government and industry unite to address this threat and make clear to our adversaries
that the United States no longer will be an easy target for such attacks.
Air Force cyber squadron offers its malicious file detection software to private sector
(C4ISRNET)
In a first for the Air Force’s new information warfare entity, the service inked patent license
agreements with the private sector for code it developed in house to detect software
vulnerabilities. The software, called Whiddler, scans files on a network and calculates the
probability of whether a file is malicious. It looks for suspicious items that don’t have a
signature and therefore might escape antivirus software that scans for known problematic
signatures. The first agreement was in December 2020 and the second in May 2021. The
agreements are the first for organizations under 16th Air Force, however, not the first
within the Air Force itself. The Air Force signed a cooperative research and development
agreement, or CRADA, with the first company, and officials said they are working on
another with the second company. The service did not name the companies or disclose the
dollar amounts for the agreements. Under these agreements, the companies can use the
technology developed by the 90th Cyberspace Operations Squadron and transfer it to the
private sector to better identify software risks on networks.
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Whiddler is a multi-threaded, multi-process, cluster-capable software scanning application
tool that performs static analysis on files. After completing observations of the file, the
software calculates the probability that the file is malicious or not malicious.

Transportation & Infrastructure

Senate nears pivotal vote on bipartisan infrastructure deal that’s still unwritten (POLITICO)
The Senate left town Thursday with the fate of a bipartisan infrastructure package
uncertain, despite Majority Leader Chuck Schumer's attempt to force it forward by
advancing a floor vote next week. Schumer has scheduled the vote for next Wednesday, a
hardball tactic Democrats hope will allow them to pass President Joe Biden’s domestic
agenda before the August recess. But negotiators face several outstanding issues, both on
funding mechanisms and spending priorities.
Ericsson and Verizon ink landmark multi-year $8.3 Billion 5G deal (Ericsson)
Under this $8.3 billion USD agreement, Verizon will deploy Ericsson's 5G MIMO C-band,
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low-band and millimeter wave (mmWave) solutions to enhance and expand Verizon's 5G
Ultra Wideband coverage, network performance and user experience. Ericsson's
technology solutions, including Massive MIMO, Ericsson Spectrum Sharing and Ericsson
Cloud RAN, are part of the high-performing Ericsson Radio System portfolio to support 5G
services. Ericsson’s industry-leading software functionality provides end-users with the
speed and performance they expect from 5G networks. In 2020, Verizon was the first
communications service provider to receive a commercial 5G mmWave Street Macro base
station from Ericsson's award-winning new state-of-the-art U.S. smart factory in Lewisville,
Texas. Ericsson is committed to building and accelerating the nationwide build-out of 5G
across the country.
Volkswagen wants half of its vehicle sales to be electric by 2030 (NBC)
Half of Volkswagen’s sales are expected to be battery-electric vehicles by 2030, the
German carmaker said Tuesday. By 2040, the company said almost 100% of its new
vehicles in major markets should be zero-emission vehicles. Those objectives are part of
Volkswagen’s wider aim to be fully carbon neutral by 2050. The firm said it would work on
developing software to help boost profits as it focused on transitioning its vehicles from
internal combustion engines to operating on batteries.Volkswagen has earmarked 73
billion euros ($86.4 billion) for the development of future technologies between 2021 and
2025, which makes up 50% of the company’s total investments. “By 2030, the world of
mobility will have changed quote a lot, considerably, I would say more than ever before,”
Volkswagen CEO Herbert Diess told CNBC’s Annette Weisbach Tuesday. “Cars are
getting close to autonomy, many cars will drive round autonomously. We will have a high
share of EVs. Mobility as a service will increase.”

Biotechnology & Healthcare

Pressure mounts to keep tabs on powerful biotechnologies (Axios)
Pressure is mounting for enhanced governance of two powerful biotechnologies —
genome editing and pathogen-enhancing research. The big picture: Gene editing for the
treatment of diseases is rapidly advancing, while the controversy over the origin of the
COVID-19 virus is increasing scrutiny on how to manage the risks and benefits of dual-use
research that can be used for scientific discoveries and misused by bad actors. Driving the
news: A World Health Organization advisory panel this week released two reports calling
for international standards and oversight around the use of genome editing.
Congress takes first spending steps, with good news for U.S. research agencies
(ScienceMag)
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Science Foundation (NSF) would
get hefty increases of 15% and 13%, respectively, in bills taken up today by two House
appropriations subcommittees, the first step in the process of setting annual funding levels.
NASA science programs would rise by 10% to nearly $8 billion, and the Office of Science
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at the Department of Energy (DOE) would grow by 4% to $7.32 billion. Core research
programs at the National Institute of Standards and Technology would grow by nearly
20%, to $938 million. Relieved of an annual spending cap that has been in effect for the
past decade, the House Committee on Appropriations has 8% more to allocate for all
discretionary programs—some $1.5 trillion—for the 2022 fiscal year that begins on 1
October. And the science agencies appear to be benefiting from that largesse. The final
numbers won’t be known for several months, however, and must be reconciled with a
parallel budget process not yet underway in the Senate.
VA scraps rollout schedule of controversial new electronic medical records project (Military
Times)
But VA Secretary Denis McDonough told lawmakers on Wednesday that he is not
considering abandoning the $16-billion project to use the Cerner Millennium records
platform, a 2017 decision made by then-President Donald Trump, who touted it as the
solution to bring veteran and active-duty medical files into the same computer system for
the first time. “The mission of the [project] has always been to create a platform that
seamlessly delivers the best access and outcomes for our vets and the best experience for
our providers. VA’s first implementation of the records … did not live up to that promise,
either for our veterans, or for our providers,” McDonough told members of the Senate
Veterans’ Affairs Committee on Wednesday. “But by making changes, we can and we will
get this effort back on track.”

Climate & Development

Biden administration seeks to reshape major climate report (Axios)
The Biden administration has appointed a new head of the National Climate Assessment
(NCA), a pivotal, congressionally mandated report on how human-caused global warming
is affecting the U.S. Driving the news: The next NCA will be overseen by Allison Crimmins,
an environmental scientist who has spent a decade at the EPA and has expertise in
scientific communication. Her appointment on Tuesday comes after the administration
reassigned the previous head of the NCA process, Betsy Weatherhead, to the U.S.
Geological Survey. Weatherhead, who has research experience in mainstream climate
science, had been appointed by the Trump administration.
Energy Dept. seeks to cut cost of energy storage, boost renewables (The Hill)
The Energy Department will attempt to decrease the cost of energy storage technology by
90 percent within a decade in an attempt to boost clean energy use. The department
officially announced its “Earthshot” goal on Wednesday, saying in a statement that it’s
seeking to accelerate breakthroughs in clean electricity storage. “We’re going to bring
hundreds of gigawatts of clean energy onto the grid over the next few years, and we need
to be able to use that energy wherever and whenever it’s needed,” Energy Secretary
Jennifer Granholm said in a statement.
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Army Corps nominee pledges not to politicize DAPL environmental review (The Hill)
President Biden's nominee for assistant secretary of the Army for civil works pledged to
ensure that an environmental review of the controversial Dakota Access Pipeline is not
politicized. Sen. Kevin Cramer (R-N.D.) asked Michael Connor about the ongoing
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), which was ordered by a federal court in 2020, in a
hearing of the Senate Environment and Public Works Committee on Wednesday. “If you’re
confirmed, with this EIS continuing … do I have your commitment that you’ll do everything
you can to keep politics out of the EIS process?” Cramer asked.

Upcoming Events (times in ET)




















Energy Department holds a meeting by teleconference of the DOE/National
Science Foundation Nuclear Science Advisory Committee. (July 19, 11:00AM)
Health and Human Services Department: Teleconference of the Advisory
Council on Alzheimer's Research, Care, and Services. (July 19, 12:30PM)
Senate Armed Services Committee will hold a closed markup of the FY2022
National Defense Authorization Act. (July 19, 5:30PM)
House (Select) Intelligence Committee Strategic Technologies and
Advanced Research Subcommittee will hold a hearing on "Microelectronics:
Levers for Promoting Security and Innovation." (July 20, 10:00AM)
The Washington Space Business Roundtable: will hold a virtual discussion,
beginning at 1 p.m., on "National Reconnaissance Office's Vision for
Protecting America's National Security and Opportunities for Partnering with
Commercial Space Sector." (July 20, 1PM)
House (Select) Intelligence Committee Defense Intelligence and
Warfighter Support Subcommittee closed hearing on "Military Intelligence
Program Budget Overview." (July 21, 9:30AM)
Senate Environment And Public Works Committee The Senate
Environment and Public Works Committee will hold a hearing on
"Addressing Cybersecurity Vulnerabilities Facing Our Nation's Physical
Infrastructure." (July 21, 10:00AM)
The Government Executive Media Group will hold a virtual discussion,
beginning at 12 p.m., on "Intelligence at the Edge: Technologies for Mission
Success." (July 21, 12:00PM)
The Hudson Institute: "The Future of Industrial Cybersecurity." (July 21,
12:00PM)
Commerce Department; National Telecommunications and Information
Administration will hold "Practical Broadband Conversations" series of
webinars on a monthly basis to engage the public and stakeholders with
information to accelerate broadband connectivity, improve digital inclusion,
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strengthen policies and support local priorities. (July 21, 2:00PM)
The Atlantic Council: "Modern Mobilization: Defense-Industrial
Preparedness for Great-Power Conflict." (July 21, 3:30PM)
The Internet Infrastructure Coalition: will hold a hearing on Section 230.
(July 22, 11:00AM)
Defense Department Press Secretary John Kirby holds a media briefing.
(July 24, 2:15PM)
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